
Congratulations! Your
setup works!

Check your wiring
Depending on your setup, the motion of the servo may

cause the pwm wire on your receiver to fall out.

Is your IR setup
working?

Check your wiring
Refer to next page for wire maps

Backup battery hooked up to RC? (Servos won't run
without it)

PWM wires going to the correct pins on the IR-
Receivers? on IR beacon? on IR LED's? (FIRST has
made several mistakes with these - make sure you're

aware of them)

No

Use the tracker.zip code to debug your setup
Load the tracker.zip code onto your RC and adjust

wiring (refer to next page)
Behavior: does nothing except makes the servos
move back and forth both receivers on the servo

see the beacon

Leave the beacon turned off.  Turn the RC on and
have it run the tracker.zip code

For each servo:
is the servo moving?

Turn the beacon on and put it in front of your
tracker setup

For each servo:
is the servo still

moving?

No

Debug the
appropriate

servo

Debug the
appropriate

servo

Check to make sure your servo is looking for the
beacon you're using

If your beacon is on edu-pwm-1, move it to edu-pwm-2
If your beacon is on edu-pwm-2, move it to edu-pwm-1

Is the servo still
moving?

Check your beacon
Put a visible-wavelength LED (with the appropriate

resistor) in parallel with the IR LEDs.  Move the beacon
back and forth rapidly.  You should observe a strobe-
effect with the visible LED (caused by pulsing due to

the beacon's waveform). If you don't observe it, check
your beacon's wiring

Check your wiring yet again
Wiring is the problem that is most difficult to debug.

Triple-check your connections - i.e. receiver wiring changed
when tracker.zip code loaded, black wires go on the side labeled black,

all connectors making full contact, no connectors reversed, all wires
going to the appropriate pins (note: FIRST has made several mistakes

on pin wirings - make sure you're aware of these mistakes), etc.

Check the receiver's visibility
Although the receivers should be 'shotgunned', make

sure both are able to see the beacon.

Is the servo still
moving?

Is the servo still
moving?

Is the servo still
moving?

Is your IR setup
working?

Move the beacon out of the trackers' view but within
the servos' range of motion

Do the servos turn until they
point directly at the beacon?

Refer to Kevin Watson's IR-FAQ
and the ChiefDelphi threads about

shotgunning, reflections, and
ambient light

No

Yes

No

 NoYes

Yes

Servo
debugged

Servo
debugged

Servo
debugged

Servo
debugged

No

No

No

No
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PHYSICAL LAYOUT AND NAMING
The default code uses 4 IR sensors, two mounted on one servo (see http://kevin.org/frc/tracker/  for
pictures of a sample setup)

Naming of the servos and IR sensors in the code follows the left-to-right, lowest-to-highest rule - IR
receiver 1 is the left-most receiver

BIRD'S-EYE-VIEW OF TRACKER SETUP

IR RECEIVER 1 IR RECEIVER 2 IR RECEIVER 3 IR RECEIVER 4

SERVO 1 SERVO 2

LEFT TRACKER RIGHT TRACKER

WIRING THE SENSORS

IR RECEIVER 1

IR RECEIVER 2

IR RECEIVER 3

IR RECEIVER 4

SERVO 1

SERVO 2

DIGI 1

DIGI 2

DIGI 4

DIGI 5

PWM OUT 1

PWM OUT 2

DIGI 3

DIGI 4

DIGI 5

DIGI 6

PWM OUT 1

PWM OUT 2

tracker.zipnavigate.zip


